
      Kinloch Golf Club 
           Manakin-Sabot, Virginia 
 
Architect: Lester George (2001) 
 
 
  Par Rating Slope Yardage 
Gold  72 74.5 137 6810 
Blue  72 72.3 135 6405 
White  72 69.9 128 5818 
Red  72 71.7 133 5222   
 
Overview: 
 
 There have been a number of “pure golf” club’s created in the area between Baltimore and Richmond 
over the last fifteen years-their common thread is creating the complete golf experience not just the course 
itself.  All the facilities-visitor cottages, food service, locker rooms, practice areas, and the course itself-are of 
high end quality and there is a real emphasis on personalized service to enhance the player’s experience.  Caves 
Valley Golf Club, Robert Trent Jones Golf Club, and Four Streams Members Club are all examples of this 
approach.  Kinloch Golf Club just outside of Richmond is the latest of these to come on line and they have 
certainly accomplished their mission of making a place to fit comfortably among their peers. 
 
 Kinloch is the brain child of C.B. Robertson who originally wanted to create an upscale daily fee facility 
in a market that he considered underserved with quality golf opportunities.  He approached Vinny Giles-a past 
U.S. Amateur winner from the Virginia area-about doing the design.  Vinny initially begged off since he had no 
real experience in course design, but eventually agreed to act as the primary consultant when Robertson hired 
Lester George who had done considerable new golf course design as well as significant renovations to 
established top line courses from Delaware to Virginia.  When the team got into the design and routing phase 
they decided that this piece of land offered a unique opportunity for something really high line and Robertson 
was convinced to realign his plan from a daily fee facility to an exclusive private golf club.   
 
 The results of  their collaboration is a very special golf club that very few people will get to experience.  
With only 300+ members-many of them from outside of the Richmond area-they are playing less than 10,000 
rounds a year on this pristine layout.  The amenities throughout the facility are top of the line-elegant club house 
with a very cozy interior layout of the golf shop, locker room, and bar/eating facilities that make the player feel 
like they are in the comfortable surroundings of a friend’s country estate.   
 

The practice facilities are as good as you will see anywhere-acres and acres of driving range, putting 
greens,  chipping greens, and pitching areas that are designed to replicate on-course conditions for effective 
practice sessions.  The target greens on the driving range are cut to course specifications so you are aiming at 
real targets that respond as the greens would to a well struck shot.  The arrangement of the pitching areas allow 
for shots up to 80 yards and from one spot a player can pitch at multiple targets of different approach 
configurations which makes shot simulation as real as it can get.   

 
The attitude of all of the staff at the club is to make the members and guests feel comfortable and the 

delivery on this is beyond anyone’s expectation.  You just never feel like you are imposing on anyone when you 



ask for something and you never feel that you are spending your money as you partake in what they have to 
offer. 
 
 This is a walking golf course-a wonderful stroll up and down an expansive rolling piece of woodland 
that tumbles out in front of you.  The absolute minimum of dirt  was moved to build this course-they picked 
natural tee and green settings to build holes that are very dramatic and visual but truly feel like they belong on 
the terrain.  The money they saved in not moving soil they spent in importing grasses from out of the region.  
The entire course was sodded with bent grasses for fairways and greens and bluegrass for the rough.  This is one 
of the southern most courses using bent grass but the sod took heartily to the region and their maintenance 
budget has kept it impeccable.   
 

The trees have been cleared well off the playing area of the course-Warning: everything looks larger or 
farther than it really is-there is very little frame of reference for distance or size of target.  The lack of trees in 
the playing was compensated for by the use of natural hills and swales, existing environmental areas, and 
rambling streams to segment landing areas and the give the golfer a wide array of tactical choices in playing the 
holes.   

 
They even included a playable 19th hole for settling bets.  This is a nice 160 yard carry of the lake to a 

green setting just under the veranda of the clubhouse.  You can be sure there will be a vocal audience arbitrating 
the final stage of your competition. 

 
At the end of a round you will feel mentally exhausted because this course forces you to play with our 

head as much as your hands to be successful.  The result is a very gratifying golfing experience no matter what 
your score. 
  
 Do not fail to enjoy the bar/lounge next to the locker room.  A real Hamish setting for settling the bets 
and telling big fish stories.  I highly recommend the chocolate chip cookies on the bar. 
 
  
Hole-by-hole (Blue tees): 
 
#1 Par 4  383 yards (Glade) 
 
 A fairly straightforward start with a middle length par four that reminds me of the first at Robert Trent 
Jones.  You drive over the top of a hill in front of you framed by fairway bunkers about 175 yards out on the 
right and 220 on the left.  Slip a fade between them to left center and the ball takes a good kick down the other 
side of the hill toward the green below.  The green sits at the bottom of the hill with an open access on the front 
and protected by a single bunker on the left.  Since the green slopes from back left to front right you want your 
approach feeding up the green to remain below the hole.  Rule #1 all day-don’t leave yourself downhill putts-
these greens are extremely fast when you are downhill or down grain and avoiding three putts is a chore from 
above the hole.   
 
#2 Par 4  340 yards  (Crest) 
 
 The storybook of this day is right in front of you  on the second tee.  Bisected fairways are the norm not 
the exception here and you will have to make choices all day on what line you are willing to play.  This is a 



spectacular visual hole from the tee-a string of three deep bunkers diagonally bisect this fairway-the direct line 
to the green is the left fairway but it is carry of a good 230 yards to safely reach that area of the short grass.  The 
safer line is the fairway to the right-but be careful and do not lose the drive right because the rough tumbles off 
into the underbrush and bramble.  If the pin is in the back right your choice has to be the left fairway to have 
any decent approach angle to the flag.  From there the green sits slightly above you and set on a 7 to 1 angle to 
the fairway-open access on the front but the green is shallow there and you can easily go over the top to a grassy 
drop-off beyond.  The back right is the larger part of the green but this will require you taking on a very large 
bunker that protects the front right edge of the putting surface.  Once on the green take a moment to enjoy the 
view back to the tee-it is equally spectacular to the view you got from the teeing ground. 
 
 
#3 Par 5  523 yards  (Crease) 
 
 The five pars on this course are not difficult but they are extremely technical.  You have to plan your 
shot sequence carefully to give yourself good scoring opportunities.  The driving area on this hole is wide on the 
left and it would be wise to take that route to avoid the constellation of three fairway bunker on the right side of 
the driving area.  This feeds the ball into the crease for which the hole gets it’s name and from there you will 
have to make a choice to lay up to about 100 yards adjacent to the fairway bunker on the left or take a rip at the 
shallow green that sits across a pond.  If you have made the wise choice and laid up to an attack club distance 
the green sits on a diagonal to the pond wedged between a couple of sandy nasties on the left and one through 
the back of the green.  Any timid shot to the front right is going to back down into the pond.  Do not be fooled 
by the appearance of green to the right-there is no green to the right of the right edge of the back bunker-most of 
this small green is tucked in behind front bunkers. 
 
#4 Par 4  310 yards  (Gauntlet) 
 
 The short par fours on this track are very inviting to an aggressive play off the tee.  The conservative 
choice off this tee is 175 yards down the right fairway-this leaves about 125 diagonally across the hazard that 
bisects the fairway.  The green leans toward you so you can be reasonably aggressive on that line.  It is certainly 
worth considering hitting the big dog on this tee-not so much because you can reach the putting surface but 
because finding the center of the left fairway will leave a very straight forward pitch up the line of the green. 
If you go that route aim at the bunker on the left of the fairway just short of the putting surface and let the ball 
feed back to the center of the fairway.  One thing that seems to be true is that having the courage to pick the 
aggressive line off the tee has it’s rewards-much easier angle and much shorter route. 
 
#5 Par 3  165 yards  (Mirage) 
 
 The par threes on this course are very varied in their length and topography-you really need to consider 
carefully your club selection and shot shape to be successful.  This one plays about 160 up a slight rise and the 
front of the green is masked by a bunker.  It is a bit of a blind shot because the fronting bunker obscures the 
green so just visualize your shot and let it fly. This green is fairly narrow and leans at you- falling off in all 
directions, so you have to hit a lawn dart at the center of the green and don’t go seeking any side pins.    
 
#6 Par 4  359 yards  (Citadel) 
 



 This is the number one handicap hole on the course and it presents the player with a stunning view and 
many ways to tally a high score.  The green is a Citadel sitting like a fortress on a high bluff  above a stream 
that bisects this hole.  Your driving club is about 200 to the left of the walking bridge you see right center from 
the tee that crosses the transition area in the fairway below.  The second shot is steeply uphill-at least a club or 
so more and you must carry it to the surface or it will be rejected back towards you.  Big face bunkers protect 
the left but also keep a slight pull from going off to the oblivion.  The green is massive-sprawls big time from 
the front right to back left-even hitting a recovery pitch shot close to the hole  is a chore.    Any pin past center 
is best played on the third shot from the back of the green toward the front. 
 
 
 
 
#7 Par 3  199 yards  (Moor) 
 
 This is a visual par three that plays from one of the highest points on the property to a green that seems 
well below you.  But as the caddies pointed out it is really an optical illusion-the cart path adjacent to the green 
is barely below the blue tee marker.  It plays the full 200 yards to a green send into the hillside just beyond a 
small moor.  The shot is a draw starting at the short right greenside bunker and working up a long 
42 yard green that feeds from the right and is slanted toward you.  The massive face bunker on the left is a no-
no-very difficult to get any recovery close to the hole from there. 
 
#8 Par 4  407 yards  (Slot) 
 
 At over 400 yards this is one of the longer par fours on the course but a drive with the right towardness 
can shorten the hole considerably.  From the elevated tee you drive it over the next hill into a tiered landing area 
guarded by a few leafy trees on the left corner.  If you can turn a draw around the corner-do not cut off the 
trees-you get a nice forward kick and an additional 30 yards of roll toward the green below.  The very shallow 
green hangs on a small whisker of land across a pond so your approach will have to be middle to back to limit 
the threat of the hazard.  Anything landing on the front edge will cascade back down into the pond.  They have 
provided a manicured collection area behind the full length of the green that allows a reasonable chance of 
recovery if you go long.   This is a very difficult par because getting an approach close to the hole takes real 
kishkas.  Don’t forget to order a sandwich for the turn while on this tee-I recommend the chicken salad on 
whole wheat with the side of hand cut potato chips. 
 
#9 Par 5  540  (Palisade) 
 
 This signature hole is the Swiss Army Knife of par fives-it has more options than a long short hedge 
fund- it can be downright confusing to decide what tactic to deploy without hurting yourself.  This hole is like 
playing Seven Card Stud-there are six distinct landing areas from the tee to the green and you can play the hole 
with any combination of them you choose.   For mere mortals the left fairway off the tee is the choice-drive it 
inside the left fairway bunker.  Now you can see all the panoramic drama of this hole in front of you.  There are 
two distinct layup areas on either side of the creek that splits the fairway and the “Palisade”  to traverse on the 
third shot between the layup area and the green.  If the pin is on the front the choice is to layup at the end of the 
left fairway in front of you-aiming point is the sentinel tree about 50 yards left of the green-this leaves about 
160 over the left side of the palisade to the front section of the green.  If the pin is center or right you can layup 
at the end of the right fairway across the creek-this would leave you a shorter shot of about 130 across the 



center of the palisade to a green above a constellation of bunkers.  The green sits on the 8 to 2 diagonal to the 
palisade and ramps from back to front so if you are in doubt about hitting the green miss it on the left fairway 
entrance and you have a simple uphill pitch to the hole.  There is a boat load of creativity in the design of this 
hole. 
 
#10 Par 4  405 yards  (Ridge) 
 
 Ask for extra pickles on the half-way sandwich if it is a hot day-the next run of holes will sap your 
hydration level.  The incoming nine begins with another hole whose tactics are determined by the terrain of this 
hole.  You drive from an elevated tee across ravine to a landing area on the hill framed by the fairway bunkers.  
The left side of the driving area will give you an extra forward kick but you will have to engage the left bunker 
to do it.  The second is another very technical approach with a long club across the stream diagonally splitting 
the fairway all the way to the green.  Two things to note-anything that starts turning left will continue left of the 
ground and has a good chance to engage the stream bed.  The green pitches away and left on the back half-so 
the next shot to a back pin placement is better approached from the back fringe coming back.  This is a very 
difficult par. 
 
 I stop to note here that this green complex is very representative to the genius of design of the architect. 
Because they perched this green on a bluff above the stream and then shaped the green to fall away at the back 
as well, approach shots hit without the proper intention will feed away from the hole and leave you with a 
difficult recovery.  There are innumerable times during this round where you have to carefully plan your 
approach angle to a particular flag to avoid after landing separation from the cup.  Don’t say you were not 
warned. 
 
#11 Par 5  467 yards  (Dell) 
 
 Another cool par five with a few tactical options to consider.  Stream splits this driving area into two 
fairways.  The left fairway seems to be the right choice off the tee-aim at the left fairway bunker and it will lean 
back to the center of the fairway on the ground.  If the pin is on the right of the green and you want to consider 
going for this in two you can hit a hard fade up the right fairway for the shortest route to the green.  If you chose 
the drive down the left, you can consider trying to hoist a second to a 50 yard fairway area across the stream 
that turns back in front of the putting surface but I do not see any real advantage in that if you cannot actually 
reach the green.  Better choice is a layup of about 160 yards to the center of the fairway 100 yards from the 
green.  This green is very shallow-only 27 yards deep-and is saddled around a deep bunker  
positioned in the center front of the green. You should get a good scoring opportunity on this hole. 
 
#12 Par 4  415 yards  (Saddle) 
 
 I think this is one of the hardest pars of the day.  You drive from an elevated tee across a chasm to a 
landing area above you that is pinched by fairway bunkers. Be accurate, missing this fairway off the tee means 
you will not have a credible shot at the green.  From the prime driving area you have around 200 across another 
chasm to a precipice bunkerless green surrounded by grassy hollows-it looks like you are trying to land your 
approach on the top of a lighthouse.  Any up-and-down from around this green will take the full extent of your 
small ball talents.  Green tilts precipitously from right to left and back to front. 
 
#13 Par 5  520 yards  (Vista) 



 
 The Vista is pure eye candy-especially coming down the hill to the green set against the backdrop of  
enormous lake that dominates the center of the back nine.  Your drive is toward the fairway bunker on the left 
and it will feed to the center of the fairway.  The green sits in a cusp below you at the foot of a steep hill-very 
open access so if you feel you are in range give it a ride.  If not layup to no closer than 100 yards because the 
fairway narrows considerably from that point in.  You will take in the panoramic view as you walk down the 
hill to the green-pay attention to the wind direction as you come down because this is valuable information for 
the club consideration on the next tee.  As with eleven you should get a scoring opportunity here. 
 
 
 
 
#14 Par 3  130 yards  (Redan) 
 
 As the name indicates this is a pure Redan style par three-pretty short at 130 yards-but the topography of 
this green constellation will make you pay the price if you are n0t precise on this shot.  If the pin is in the front 
or center I like a low punchy shot into the mound that shadows the front right feeding it on to the green.  A pin 
in the back you can land it on the front third and let it roll over the Redan ridge in the center of the green and 
hope it runs out of steam before it roles off the back.  Anything that lands past center has a good chance of 
taking a bath.  A par is a very gratifying score on this hole. 
 
#15 Par 4  300 yards  (Camber) 
 
 The second of the drivable four pars-much like the one on the front I like a driver in hand trying to get as 
close to the green as possible.  Safest route is straight at the lone tree that sits in the middle of the driving 
windshield and let it fall to either side of that leaving about 60 yards to the center of the green.  If you go left of 
the tree don’t hook it-anything well left on that line will be in the gnarly stuff.  This green has a serious tier that 
splits the front third from the back-make sure you fly your approach onto the right level. 
 
#16  Par 4  390 yards  (Cape) 
 
 These last three holes will test your mettle and likely have lots to do with your satisfaction of the final 
score.  A classic Cape design you drive from an elevated tee across edge of the hazard.  Note that you have to 
hit it hard just to carry to the fairway so do not be timid.  The tendency of your eye is to wander right off the tee 
safely away from the water but you need to focus on a driving line at the right edge of the fairway as the hole 
turns back up the hill to the left. to a nice landing area around 170 from the green.  Your second will be across 
another piece of the hazard to green setting perched on top of the hill above you-a couple of bunkers protect the 
left side-one about 40 yards short of the green and the other greenside left.  Green is very deep at 35 yards so 
you have lots of green to negotiate if you don’t put the ball in the area that has the pin.  If the pin is in the front 
the play is a side wall banker off the hill just short and right of the green. 
 
#17 Par 3  175 yards  (Cascade) 
 
 Maybe the hardest of the three pars of the day-the tee backs up to the lake and the hole rises above you 
across a stream that diagonally splits the fairway.  Sets up for a draw off the tee but over cooking it will bring 
the stream or bushes behind the green into play.  Another deep green with a bunker on it’s right and a retention 



chipping area on the left.  You can use this green length to allow your approach to skitter across ground to find 
the area where the pin resides.   
 
#18 Par 4  377 yards  (Summit) 
 
 Another very nervous visual on this tee shot to a great finishing hole.  The landing area seems very 
narrow between the bunkers and the lake that borders the entire left side of the length of the hole.  Truth is that 
the landing area is plenty large-here I would aim the tee shot at the second bunker on the right and turn it 
slightly into the landing area.  If you are dry the second is a routine mid to short iron into an open accessible 
green in front of you.  Another 36 yard deep green so you have to manage the length of your approach to reduce 
the chance of a really long first putt.  The views on this hole across the lake of the clubhouse on the hill is 
spectacular. 
 
#19  Par 3  164 yards   
 
 The bettor’s hole is a treat of a par three-kind of like the fudge sauce on a sundae.  About 160 across the 
lake at a shallow green that is well above you that leans from back to front.  One more par never hurts the ego. 
 
6/14/11  


